Christ, along with the salvation of humankind. As the story unfolds, various encounters and events occur, all seemingly at the same time. However, the repeated acts by various characters, particularly those of inspiration and self-annihilation, occupy the central focus of the poem. It is on the performative reiteration of these kinds of acts that I will concentrate, analysing Blake's concept of identity, personal and poetic, inside and outside the poem, in the context of discourses of action and stage performance.
Philosophers such as Friedrich Nietzsche, Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida, and Judith Butler have helped to deconstruct essential identity as a theoretical concept, leaving it without reliable or stable markers that signify sameness and continuity. This deconstructed 'I' results in an understanding of identity as illusory, discursively and socially constructed, contingent, and performative. William Dennis Horn sees Blake (and the whole eighteenth century) as anticipating our postmodernist concerns with the self, arguing that there is a similar 'self-scrutinizing honesty' in both (283). He also aligns Blake with the deconstructive approaches of postmodernism by demonstrating how 'the concept of the self […] is not merely a fiction, but an error in thought' in his works (268) . Horn distinguishes between a view of the self as isolated and as interdependent; the former view -the self as independent and wholly sufficient on its own -leads to a 'mistaken view of the world'. Following his analysis, I argue that Milton challenges an absolutist understanding of the Blakean self, making it difficult to position Blake easily under the aegis of postmodern theories of identity or its opposite. The poem complicates any singular understanding of identity but without completely effacing either the self or human agency. This complication plays out through the poem's performativity, in its dual sense of linguistic and theatrical. 4 The appellation of drama for Blake's prophecies and epics may seem counterintuitive to those who read them as primarily allegorical or psychological examinations of inner states rather than theatrical scenes involving distinct dramatis personae. They may argue that if dramatic at all, then the works move in the direction of monodrama (like Tennyson's Maud), in which the drama of Milton's struggle would belong only to his own mind. After all, the poem aligns him with Satan repeatedly: Milton acknowledges himself to be Satan because he identifies the latter's characteristics with his own actions and ideas, thus obscuring the apparently firm outline of identity that Blake describes elsewhere. While examining this as a psychological poem where the characters are part of an individual psyche offers important insights,
